Experimental and theoretical investigation of triple fragmentation in the photodissociation dynamics of H2CO.
The photodissociation dynamics of H2CO molecules at energies bracketing the triple fragmentation threshold were investigated using velocity map ion imaging of the H-atom fragments. An algorithm was developed to model the experimental results as a two-step process: initially barrierless C-H bond fission on the S0 potential energy surface to form H + HCO, followed by secondary fragmentation of those HCO radicals with sufficient internal energy to overcome the small exit channel barrier on the HCO surface to form H + CO. Our model treats the first step using phase space theory (PST) and the second using a combined PST-impulsive model, with a tunneling correction. Experimentally, triple fragmentation reaches 25% of the radical (H + HCO) channel photochemical yield at energies about 1500 cm(-1) above the barrier for breaking the second bond. In addition, the triplet (T1) channel appears to reduce in importance after the barrier on the T1 surface is exceeded, slowly decreasing to <10% of the total radical yield at higher energy. The double PST-impulsive model provides a good fit to the experimental H-atom speed and energy distributions for H2CO dissociation on S0 spanning >7000 cm(-1) of available energy.